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“Senior Expedition” 
at my school

Pick a topic. Any topic!

Write a 30 page research paper based 
on 2 expert interviews, field work, and 
research from 25 scholarly articles.

Prepare a 60 minute presentation on 
your topic and present it to a panel of 
3 strangers.

The panel determines if you get your 
diploma (scary)

Sample topics….
● “Sexual Assault and Harassment”
● “Gentrification in DC”
● “Transgender Identity”
● “Deportations to El Salvador”
● “Art Therapy for Autism”



“Where did you get these stats?” 



The urgency is more relevant than ever

If students are better at literacy achievement than mathematical 
achievement and still can’t accurately identify fake news, how do we expect 
them to identify fake numbers?

OECD, PISA 2015, and Pew Research Center 
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/02/15/u-s-students-internationally-math-science/

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/02/15/u-s-students-internationally-math-science/


Just as it can be a tool  
to empower and inform, 
mathematics can 
become a tool to 
manipulate and lie



“Innumeracy, an ability to deal comfortable with the fundamental 
notions of number and chance, plagues far too many otherwise 
knowledgeable citizens. The same people who cringe when words 
such as “imply and “infer” are confused react without a trace of 
embarrassment to even the most egregious of numerical solecisms… 
one rarely discussed consequence of innumeracy is its link with belief 
in pseudoscience… even more ominous is the gap between scientists’ 
assessments of various risks and the popular perceptions of those 
risks, a gap that threatens eventually to lead either to unfounded and 
crippling anxieties or to impossible and economically paralyzing 
demands for risk-free guarantees. 

Look beyond the consequences of 
Individual Innumeracy and 
consider Institutional Power

John Allen Paulos, Innumeracy: Mathematical Illiteracy and 
Its Consequences, 1988









“But the involvement of the Heartland Institute, which posted 
a billboard in May comparing those who believe in global 
warming to domestic terrorist Theodore J. Kaczynski, shows 
the breadth of conservatives’ efforts to undermine 
environmental initiatives on the state and federal level. In 
many cases, the groups involved accept money from 
oil, gas and coal companies that compete against 
renewable energy suppliers.

The Heartland Institute received $736,500 from 
Exxon Mobil between 1998 and 2006, according to the 
group’s spokesman Jim Lakely, and $25,000 in 2011 
from foundations affiliated with Charles G. Koch 
and David H. Koch, whose firm Koch Industries has 
substantial oil and energy holdings.”

Do Climate Scientists lie????

Washington Post, Climate Skeptic Group Works to Reverse Energy 
Mandates 11/24/2012 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/climate-ske
ptic-group-works-to-reverse-renewable-energy-mandates/2012/11/24
/124faaa0-3517-11e2-9cfa-e41bac906cc9_story.html

Heartland Institute, This Chart Shows the Decades-Long Failure of Alarmist Climate 
Models https://www.heartland.org/Center-Climate-Environment/index.html

http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/group-pulls-plug-on-billboard-linking-global-warming-believers-to-terrorists/2012/05/04/gIQAU2q51T_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/group-pulls-plug-on-billboard-linking-global-warming-believers-to-terrorists/2012/05/04/gIQAU2q51T_story.html


Twenty-five thousand science teachers opened their mailboxes this 
month and found a package from the Heartland Institute, a 
libertarian think tank that rejects the scientific consensus on climate 
change.It contained the organization’s book “Why Scientists Disagree About Global 
Warming,” as well as a DVD rejecting the human role in climate change and arguing instead 

that rising temperatures have been caused primarily by natural phenomena. The 
material will be sent to an additional 25,000 teachers every two 
weeks until every public-school science teacher in the nation has a 
copy, Heartland president and CEO Joseph Bast said in an interview last week. If so, the campaign 
would reach more than 200,000 K-12 science teachers...

That polarization could easily be exacerbated at South Whidbey High 
School in Washington state, where biology and physics teacher Greg 
Ballog received the material. Ballog said that one of his colleagues is 
a “borderline climate denier,” which has already caused tensions in 
the school’s science department. “I’m not going to show this stuff to 
him,” he said. “It’s pretty slick. I think he might use it.”

PBS Frontline, Climate Change Skeptic Group Seeks to 
Influence 200,000 Teachers, 
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/climate-chan
ge-skeptic-group-seeks-to-influence-200000-teachers/

https://www.heartland.org/_template-assets/documents/publications/12-04-15_why_scientists_disagree.pdf
https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d15/tables/dt15_209.20.asp?current=yes


Srsly tho: what counts as mathematics?

● Who produces 
mathematical 
knowledge?

● What counts as math?
● Who owns it?
● How is mathematics 

imposed on other 
people? 

● What is the role of 
mathematics in 
perpetuating violence 
and oppression?

Gabriele Kaiser, Equity in Mathematics Education: 
Influences of Feminism and Culture



Every mathematical 
concept we now 
accept as “fact” 
was a deliberate 
decision made by a 
person.



Institutions of Power

Students and Classroom

Knowledge Production, 
Constructivist Learning/ 
Conceptual Knowledge

Deconstructivist 
Learning, 

Skepticism, Critical 
Analysis

Your Math Toolkit! The things you already use in your classroom!



If we already teach our 
students that 
mathematical knowledge 
is produced, then we can 
teach them how to 
deconstruct it.



“To recruit participants, messages were posted to social 
media platforms (eg, Facebook and Twitter) by the 
principal investigator, who posted about the study one 
time on each platform. Participants were incentivized to 
participate by offering a chance to win an Apple iPad. 
Eligibility criteria included was being ≥18 years old and 
self-reporting an HIV diagnosis; dog ownership was not 
a requirement to enroll.”





Questions to Analyze Power… and in your class
1. Who holds power?
2. Where is power exercised? Where is power 

exercised from?
3. What does this power look like?
4. Why is this power being exercised?
5. Why study power?
6. How is this power exercised? By what 

means is it exercised?

#1-4 from Oxfam, Quick Guide to Power Analysis; 
http://www.powercube.net/wp-content/uploads/2009/11/quick_guide_to_power_analysis_external_final.pdf; 
#5-6, Michel Foucault, The Subject and Power, http://www.jstor.org/stable/1343197 

1. Who made these numbers? 
2. Where did these numbers come from? 
3. If these numbers were supposed to 

influence, what was the intended effect? 
4. Why were these numbers produced? 

What’s the agenda?
5. Why study the power of these numbers?
6. How is this power exercised? By what 

means is it exercised?

http://www.powercube.net/wp-content/uploads/2009/11/quick_guide_to_power_analysis_external_final.pdf
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1343197


There are resources for fake 
news out there, but not really 
for fake numbers

● Let’s make it!
● Email me at 

kaisamng@gmail.com
● Ok bye

mailto:kaisamng@gmail.com

